For attractive, lightweight, durable tables, look no further than the UltraLite line.

Made from high-density polyethylene plastic, UltraLite Folding Tables are designed to hold up to heavy-use, even in the most extreme conditions. These tables are easy-to-clean, easy-to-use, and easy-to-store, due to the innovative design of the folding legs. The 1.125” steel tubular legs fold securely into the molded tops, allowing the tables to stack flat and reducing the threat of shifting during vertical or horizontal storage.

Because they are so easy to set-up and store, UltraLite is the perfect choice for frequently reconfigured spaces like conference rooms, airport screening areas, schools and healthcare facilities. These tables and chairs are also perfect for corporate and social gatherings. Business luncheons and school functions showcase their strength, long life, and ability to repel moisture.

UltraLite tables also stack up favorably against the competition. Not only do they cost less than folding tables with wood cores or laminate surfaces, they also perform in environments that wooden tables can’t, like the outdoors. Weather-resistant features make UltraLite just as durable outside as they are inside. The polyethylene tops are impervious to water and contain UV inhibitors to prevent fading and sun damage.

Black powder coating gives the steel frames a scratch-resistant, all-weather finish that won’t crack, chip or peel. Multiple sizes ensure that UltraLite tables won’t just go anywhere; they will accommodate everyone. The tables are available in 30” x 60”, 30” x 72” and 30” x 96” rectangular tops, as well as 48”, 60” and 71” round tops. No matter where you are setting up, UltraLite tables are your most practical choice.